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Background
For achieving an op3mal aesthe3c result from a dental treatment, we need to create a suitable smile design that should create a percep3on which has to fulﬁl the aesthe3c expecta3ons. [5] [13]
It is also important that the teeth propor3ons to be correctly diagnosed and designed before an irreversible restora3ve dental procedure to be done. [4]
Unfortunately some3mes the design diﬀers from the expecta3ons of the pa3ent, even though all the necessary classic aesthe3c rules are used.
The smile design to be created by standardised aesthe3c rules inculcated in literature have to be revised and pa3ent individuality should be taken into considera3on. [3]
The concept of “visagism” helps den3sts to create smile designs that fulﬁls the aesthe3c and the psychological features of the pa3ent, which includes the emo3ons, iden3ty, behaviour and conﬁdence. [15]

Aim
The aim is development of a dental so7ware which can help clinicians to create a smile design in harmony with psychodentofacial features of the pa;ents, by using the appearance, personality, and personal preferences as a reference.
Material and Methods
The “visagism” concept applied in aesthe3c den3stry is associated with assessment of the facial type, personality test and complex calcula3ons of the teeth
conﬁgura3on.
Working over 600 + full mouth cases in the past 12 years, we found signiﬁcant rela3ons between the facial percep3on (strong, dynamic, delicate and calm
appearance) to the main structure of the smile design such as the incisal silhouehe, tooth axis and the dominance of the centrals. And the personality of the pa3ent
related to the individual tooth shapes.
In a research amongst hundreds of clinicians (who had no idea of this concept), the acceptance of the percep3on of diﬀerent smile designs was proved by the
majority of respondents, more than 75% of all. Fig 1,2
The soSware named as “VisagiSmile" eliminates the subjec3ve judgment, automates all calcula3ons and visualises the ﬁnal result for the op3mal new smile design.
It is web based mul3plajorm and doesn’t require installa3on but only a simple registra3on to get started. Den3sts are able to work on diﬀerent devices – computers,
tablets and smartphones.
The process of crea3on of a new smile design with “VisagiSMile" includes eight steps, as follows.
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Fig.1 Four types of den33ons and
correspondent four types of design

Fig.2 Do you believe these designs represent the
following eﬀects? YES / NO / MAYBE

Photographs already taken are entered into the soSware by using the “Upload” buhon. Fig 3 The picture should be only in full face with maximum smile and visible den33on with the Frankfurt plane
parallel to the horizon. If you are using the soSware via a mobile device, you can directly take a photo using the func3on “Take a Photo”.
In order to get reliable results for the facial type, it is necessary to take and upload the appropriate images which must meet the following requirements:
• A full-face photo with broad smile and visible den33on.
• The head should be in such a posi3on that the Frankfort plane is parallel to the ﬂoor (head leaning forward very slightly).
• The camera lens are posi3oned parallel to the Frankfort plane (the camera is frontally against the person without 3lt).
These are standard condi3ons when shoo3ng a person in a plan for an analysis.
Fig.3 Image upload

Fig.4 Image calibra3on

Now you are about to start working on full screen ﬁeld! The image is automa3cally posi3oned behind the calibra3on guidelines consis3ng of three ver3cal reference lines parallel to each other and a horizontal line which is perpendicular to them.
Click on the pupils for auto calibra;on (ﬁrst on the leS-side pupil, then on the right-side pupil). By marking the two pupils on the picture of the pa3ent, the image orientates automa;cally with the ver3cal lines passing through the pupils, and the horizontal line coinciding with
the bipupil line. Fig. 4
You can also calibrate the image manually – by using the buhons for calibra3on.
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The “Facial Map” is used to determine the type of the face which is deﬁned by the facial contour, the eyes, the nose, the eyebrows
and the mouth. These facial features are selected using points and lines. Fig 5 The major facial points are those which can be easily
and reproduc3vely deﬁned on a photograph in full face. In pilot research of 91 full-face pictures we found that 27 landmark points
have basic signiﬁcance describing the facial contour, eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth. The data are comparable with others. [6],[10],
[12],[16],[19]. By marking the correct landmark points on a face image we deﬁne the basic lines that construct the face map. Based on
the analysis of over 300 full-face pictures we concluded that the manual marking of landmark points over 2D images is an authen3c
and reliable method. The coeﬃcient of varia3on was V%<3%, data comparable with others [19]. Fig.7
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Fig.5 Face map selec3on

Fig.7 Coeﬃcient of varia3on

Fig.6 Facial analisys

The “Facial Type” buhon is used to determine the type of the face which if deﬁned by the facial contour, the eyes, the nose, the eyebrows and the mouth. The type of the face is described in terms of the four types of temperaments:
◦ strong: This type of person has a rectangular face, formed of well-deﬁned corners, ver3cal and horizontal lines around the forehead and mouth as well as sunken eyes.
◦ dynamic: This type of person has an angular face formed by slan3ng lines around the eyes and forehead, prominent nose and a wide mouth.
◦ delicate: this type of person has close-set eyes and oval face with rounded shapes or shapes formed by thin lines.
◦ calm: he or she has a round or square face, a prominent lower lip and expressed eyelids.
A mathema3cal model of average facial maps corresponding to each type is made through a mathema3cal algorithm: strong, dynamic, delicate, calm face. Using sta3s3c parameters and comparing the average with the facial map generated by the clinician, the soSware
automa3cally quickly and accurately classiﬁes the types of faces in percentage. Fig 6
Analysing the distribu3on of facial types for a study group of 91 people it was established that the strong type was typical for 29,7% of the cases, dynamic in 26,9%, delicate in 21,2%,
calm in 22,3%. Between the genders weren’t found sta3s3cally signiﬁcant diﬀerences in strong type (р = 0,041< 0.05) and delicate type (р = 0,016 < 0.05) and small diﬀerences between the
other two types. Fig.8
Facial characteris3c of each individual is a combina3on of features typical for many types with diﬀerent level of dominance over one another. In 64,3% of the men and 59,2% of the
women were established features of two types, while in 35,7% of the men and 40,8% of the women – three types. Faces only with one type or with features of four types wasn’t
established. Fig.9
There were generated averaged digital facial masks, describing each of four main types

Fig.8 Types distribu3on by gender

Fig.9 Dominant types

ASer classifying the faces according to the dominant types we digitalised the data. By marking 27 landmark points were generated digital
face map for each individual. By sta3s3cal analysis made with IBM SPSS Modeler soSware were established 12 important facial measurements
with diﬀerent level of importance for the face geometry for men and women. Based on the received data were generated mathema3cal
models characterising each facial type. They have accuracy about 84.33%.

Fig.10 Personality interview

The interview is a psychological test which is used to determine the type of personality of the pa3ent. The type of personality is automa3cally recognized by “VisagiSMile" soSware. The test is an adapted version Dr. Susan Dellinger’s test
and Eysenk’s personality ques3onnaire. Both tests are widely accepted as accurate and reliable in determining the type of temperament. The diﬀerent personali3es are:
• choleric / strong;
• sanguine / dynamic;
In order to get accurately posi;oned design, it is necessary to take and upload the appropriate intraoral images which must meet the following
• melancholic / sensi3ve;
requirements:
• phlegma3c / calm.
• one intraoral picture of the upper jaw with retracted lips and black contras3ng tool.
Fig. 10
• The camera lens are posi3oned parallel to the Frankfort plane (the camera is frontally against the person with slight 3lt from the top).
• The focus should be in the middle between the two incisors.
Building the ﬁnal personalized digital smile design combines in itself the op3mal tooth shapes based on the interview and the basic parameters of
the smile frame dependent on the face. Pa3ents speciﬁc preferences about the desired teeth design related to their color, texture and shape, are as well
noted. In a pilot study on 148 teeth segments covering 74 persons. We determined four types of incisal projec3on in accordance with the face, the
average ranges of inclina3ons of front teeth and three types of dominance: low, medium and high as their average parameters.
The data are comparable with the one established by a number of authors. [3],[4],[14],[17],[18],[20],[21].
These three parameters build an individual design in rela3on with the psychodentofacial harmony of the pa3ent. Fig 11,12,13

Fig.11 Design preview

Fig.12 Design preview in real teeth

Fig.13 Design adapted on a intraoral picture

Results
There are diﬀerent techniques for a digital smile design based on the main esthe3c principals and rules. [23] The VisagiSMile soSware has been created combining the principles of “visagism” and based on its own mathema3cal and sta3s3cal proven data.
The recogni3on of a face from a photograph and its analysis are commonly used methods in modern digital technologies. [6],[9],[10],[11],[12]
By analyzing the pa3ents face “VisagiSMile" automa3cally classiﬁes the type. Two methods of classiﬁca3on are currently used: geometrical approxima3on with accuracy of 56% and classiﬁca3on trees with accuracy of 84,3%.
Combining the pa3ent's personality with objec3ve characteris3cs of his(her) face are the main principles of crea3ng a personalized smile design.
Generated design could be exported as PDF or PNG graphic image, textual descrip3on and informa3on with measurements for the whole composi3on.

Conclusion
“VisagiSMile" is a novel dental so7ware which is an:
- Important guideline for the den;st to do the direct mock up, (or concepts like DSD, SKYN etc.)
- Important guideline for the dental technicians to re-create the design wanted by the clinicians and the pa;ent.
- Planning tool which helps clinicians to do precise, predictable and adequate smile designs

www.visagismile.com

